Tech Coast Angels Dinner Agenda

TCA Dinner Showcase (6-9pm in the San Diego Ballroom - price includes dinner and 2 drinks). This is a great way to see how a top angel group runs its monthly meeting - and also to see interesting companies! Cost $160. Please sign up as part of ACA Summit Registration.

6:00 p.m. – Networking

6:30 p.m. – Dinner including 2 drinks from bar

7:00 p.m. – TCA Company Showcase

9:00 p.m. – End Dinner/ Open Company Private discussions

10:00 p.m. – End

Companies:

Yapert is a social network for Fans. Specifically catering to the Millennial and Generation Z interests, Yapert is a place where fans can engage and express themselves. Comprised of thousands of individual fan channels, fans compete to become the BIGGEST FAN on each one.

GroundMetrics was founded in 2010 right here in San Diego and is one of three companies nominated for the 2015 Luis Villalobos Award for most innovative ACA member-backed company. They’re not your average tech startup, GroundMetrics has developed sensor systems based on fundamentally new physics and offers survey and monitoring services to oil, gas, and geothermal companies. The science behind their technology was initially financed by DARPA, the US Department of Energy, Department of Defense, and the National Science Foundation. The GroundMetrics team has taken it out of the lab and into the field with blue chip customers like the world’s largest oil company, Saudi Armco, plus Encana, and household names like BP. Their advanced technologies and vision to sidestep conventional wisdom is setting them up to be the next great angel-funded success story.

Respiratory Motion is a medical device company focused on developing and commercializing a novel respiratory monitoring technology, an ECG for respiration and a better and earlier measurement of pending respiratory compromise than existing technologies. The company has launched its first product, the ExSpiron, into anesthesia and procedural sedation markets in the US and will be launching in four international markets in 2015. Clinical data has been developed at the Massachusetts General Hospital, UT Houston, Vermont, and most recently Cleveland Clinic, Duke, and Brigham & Womens.

Rock My World is looking to capitalize on the projected $26B health & fitness app market with a service that revolutionizes the way active people experience music during fitness activities. RMW has developed a platform & suite of mobile applications that can take bio-metric data from wearable devices and smartphones, process it in real-time and, using proprietary algorithms, change music to best match or drive an active person to their goals. This adaptive content is not only unique, but is proven by independent studies to increase a persons’ motivation during exercise by up to 35.7%. With over 1.3M users, a target of $3M in revenue in 2015 and a growth plan that includes licensing SDK’s to smart phone manufacturers, wearable device manufacturers and other health & fitness app developers, RMW is
poised to be the service that active consumers use to keep them motivated and energized during their physical activities.

Mogl has developed technology, in partnership with Visa, Mastercard and Amex, to track any transaction at any merchant in the US in less than 1 minute. This patent pending technology is an elegant solution to one of the biggest issues on the internet today; how to track someone from an online ad to an offline purchase. Mogl has made this technology available to license, and currently has NDAs or contracts signed with over a dozen companies, including 7 billion dollar companies. These include some of the top search engines, social networks, deal sites and mobile wallets.

Dress: Business attire

Location: San Diego Marina Marriott – Building A, San Diego Ballroom

Registration: $160/person. Limited, no walk in registration will be available. Please RSVP before April 9th.

Contact: Linda@techcoastangels.com